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On the Nordic workshop

The fifth Poga – The language survival network -workshop (see below) and the first one of the two
financed with NOS-HS and HERA-4 was organized in January 7-9, 2010 in Mariehamn on Åland
Islands. The location of the workshop was selected in order to familiarize the participants with the
specific features of  Swedish language and its legal and political  protection in the autonomous
region  of  Åland  Islands.  It  was  especially  interesting  for  the  participants  to  understand  how
territorial  language and culture protection measures may work both to benefit  and challenge a
language  community.  The earlier  workshops  and  symposia  of  Poga  –  The  language  survival
network had taken place in August 2007 in the trilingual municipality of Lovozero (Kola peninsula,
Russia, financed with Volkswagen Foundation), in January 2009 in the multilingual municipality of
Inari  (Upper Lapland,  Finland,  financed with Kone Foundation), in May 2009 in Tartu (Estonia,
where a conference ICML 2009 - International Conference on Minority Languages XII took place
bringing  many  scholars  sharing  the  interests  of  the  network  together,  financed  with  Kone
Foundation)  and  in  November  2009  in  the  trilingual  municipality  of  Petrozavodsk  (Karelian
Republic, Russia, financed with Kone Foundation).

Altogether, 18 researchers representing different academic fields in nine universities and research
institutions attended the workshop, the aim of which was to bring together specialists on minority
issues and to commence the preparation of a collection of articles based on the presentations and
discussions heard in this workshop. Also the earlier launched book project of Poga, titled Equally
Diverse? Comparing linguistic and cultural Minorities in the Russian Federation and the European
Union, was discussed and several participants presented their drafts for the publication.

First  of  the two workshops funded with  NOS-HS funding concentrated  in  studying the current
situation and development perspectives of minorities with clear territorial aspirations from the point
of view of sociolinguistics and social sciences.

The main questions dealt with during the workshop are the following:

1) To foster  general discussion among social  scientists, legal and linguistic scholars on issues
related to human rights, minority rights and indigenous peoples’ rights.

2) To contribute to the discourse on the situation of cultural minorities and their rights in Norway,
Sweden and Finland compared with the situation of other minorities in the EU / EEA countries and
in  Russia.  The minorities in  focus  are the Kvens,  the  Tornedalen Finns,  the Sami  peoples  in
Norway, Sweden and Finland, the Basques in Spain and France as well as the Maris in several
administrative areas of the Russian Federation. These minorities are chosen because they reside
in several administrative territories and their language sociological situations thus combine features
of majority and minority people, depending on the territory.

3) To encourage young scholars with research focus on Nordic minorities to conduct research in
the fields of linguistics, language planning, sociology and legal anthropology with a comparative
and multidisciplinary approach.

4) To produce a collection of articles on the issues related to minority protection laws, policies and
status of  particular  minority language and the impact of  these factors on the above-mentioned
minorities.



The first workshop was successful also as a kick-off seminar for the next publication of Poga – The
Language Survival Network with a working title: Land tenure as means of promoting language and
cultural rights.

Program January 7-9, 2010 in Åland Islands, Finland

The presentations by the participants of the Åland Islands workshop addressed, i.e., the following
questions:

- Why have some Nordic minorities succeeded in modernising their traditional cultures in global
community while some have failed?

- Why are some Nordic minority languages in decline while some have been preserved under
conditions of global economic and societal changes?

- In which ways have the fates of the Nordic minorities been similar or different to those of the other
European countries and Russia?

- How have the different political and societal environments affected the development of linguistic
minorities in Nordic countries compared with the minorities in the other European countries and
Russia?

- Which factors make it possible for some minorities to preserve their language and revitalise their
speech communities despite the general decline of minority identities and minority languages?

Thursday, January 7

Some of the participants had arrived in Hotel Savoy already the day before whereas the rest of the
participants took the morning flight from Helsinki to Mariehamn. The workshop was opened by
Reetta Toivanen who welcomed all old and new members of the network to Mariehamn.  Janne
Saarikivi  introduced the participants  to the question,  why this  location  had been chosen and
Michael Rießler  explained to the new participants why and how Poga – The language survival
network was originally founded and how it has functioned. He also thanked the representatives of
the Åland Islands Peace Institute for inviting the Poga to Mariehamn.

During coffee all participants had the chance to introduce themselves. The opening was followed
by a visit to the Åland Islands Peace Institute, where its director Dr. Sia Spiliopoulou Åkermark
gave a review on the past and present of the institute. She described the specific history of Åland
Islands and the uniqueness of  the time when the peace accords were adopted. This makes it
difficult to use the Åland case as a model for any other region, she stressed. She was followed by
Sarah Stephan, a researcher at the institute.  She presented her report  Regional voices in the
European Union – regions with legislative power and multi-level governance – Perspectives for the
Åland Islands. Sarah addressed the question of how the membership in the European Union has
changed the geopolitical position of the autonomous region. Her presentation brought up many
interesting questions regarding the monolinguality of the islands which is also reflected in forms of
cooperation between the mainland and the Åland authorities. The workshop participants had a
prelaunch of this interesting report, just a few days before its official publishing.

After a light lunch in Park Restaurant, all the participants gathered in the conference room of the
Savoy hotel for the first panel.

The first  panel,  titled  Territorial  solutions and minority  language maintenance,  was  chaired  by
Michael Rießler. It was opened by Sia Spiliopoulou Åkermark’s key note lecture on  The Åland
Islands Regime: Concerns of Language Maintenance in a Globalised World. She addressed, using
both historical  and current-day material,  the question  of  how Åland Islands is  adopting to the
globalized  world,  and  how  the  linguistic  situation  has  already  changed  due  to  increasing



immigration  from  other  countries  than  Finland  and  Sweden.  The  multilingual  reality  is  often
confronted with the theoretical but identity-shaping monolinguality of the region.

In her paper  Heidi Öst, researcher at the Peace Institute, addressed the language policies and
legislation  concerning  the  right  to  do  business  in  Åland  Islands.  Her  research  tackles  the
relationship  of  foreign  and  local  entrepreneurs  and  the  difficulties  of  non-Swedish  speaking
business in settling in Mariehamn and elsewhere on the island. The participants discussed the
limits of language regimes and the difficulties of systems which only survive due to their inflexibility.

Konstantin  Zamyatin’s  paper  on  Language  policies  and  legal  framework  for  functioning  of
minority languages as official  languages in the republics of Udmurtia and Mari El  provided the
participants with insight to the interrelationships of federal and local legislation and policies in the
Russian  Federation  and  especially  how  language  and  cultural  rights  are  embedded  in  the
pluralistic legal system. He has specialized on the cases of Udmurtia and Mari El and is going to
contribute to the Poga publication with a paper on the subject.

After  coffee  the  panel  was  continued  with  the  presentation  of  Olga  Gulina  (Potsdam),  who
broadened the perspective with her paper on the linguistic rights of minorities in the Republic of
Bashkortostan. It was very interesting to hear how actually just one or a few influential politicians
can  make  a  difference  in  a  minority  language  protection  regime,  as  it  has  occurred  in
Bashkortostan.

Janet Duke (Freiburg) compared the legislation and policies and their consequences for minority
languages in  different  administrative areas of  Canada. Her paper raised lots of  questions and
comments where the situations in Canada, Russia and Europe were contrasted.

Heiko Marten (Tallinn) presented his contribution to the joint book with a chapter on different types
of  decentralized  parliamentary  assemblies  and  their  impact  on  minority  languages  and  their
speakers. He compared explicitly the Norwegian Saami parliament and the Scottish Parliament in
their efforts of creating a basis of language maintenance and revitalization.

Because  of  the  lively  discussions  which  took  place  after  each  presentation,  Reetta  Toivanen
(Helsinki) had only time to introduce her idea about contemplating the relationship between land
tenure and protection of minority cultures. She argued for the concept of land tenure instead of
land rights in order to be able to include cases in which no specific legal rights have been issued to
groups but due to their extensive land property and exclusive rights to gain a living from a specific
piece of land, the language and culture of the group enjoys a high prestige which protects the
language.

In the evening, the group took time discussing how to proceed with the next publication. The group
agreed that it would be topical to pay attention to regional and land related language and culture
rights and their relationship.

Later a  dinner with local specialties was served at Restaurant Pommern.

Friday, January 8

The Panel III Lessons from the past – legacy for the future of language minorities? was chaired by
Reetta Toivanen. The first speaker, Prof. Theodore S. Orlin (Utica) introduced his revised version
of  his  chapter  for  the  Poga-publication  titled  The  death  of  languages;  the  threat  to  minority
cultures; The death of a people’s dignity: Its implications for democracy and the commitment to
human rights. It is immensely important to think about difficulties in addressing violations of one’s
linguistic rights in the language of universal human rights. Ted was concerned with a question of
how the violation of language rights actually plays into the suppression of minority cultures.

The second speaker,  Tjeerd de Graaf  (Groningen) introduced his research on the  Endangered
languages  and  endangered  archives  in  the  Russian  Federation.  The  participants  were  very
interested in discussing the possibility of using the archive material for producing teaching tools for



minority  languages  but  also  expressed  serious  concern  about  the  state-of-the-art  of  Russian
archives and the difficulties researchers face in utilizing them.

The third speaker was Janne Saarikivi (Helsinki) whose paper dealt with the Fate of Karelian vs.
other middle size Finno-Ugrian languages of Russia – how inevitable the language deaths are? He
described  the  situation  in  Karelia  and  elsewhere  in  Russia  where  language  skills  and
selfidentification as a language speaker do not match. People do not appreciate their own skills in
a minority language but tend to see Russian as a language with a higher prestige. Interestingly,
persons  who  do  not  speak  the  minority  language  are  much  keener  on  being  involved  in
revitalization projects.

After coffee and snacks, the workshop continued with a session dealing with case studies. Michael
Rießler served as the chair, and the first speaker was Florian Siegl (Tartu). His presentation was
titled  Ideas  for  linguistic  and  cultural  preservation  among  Taimyrian:  Indigenous  peoples  -
metaphors  vs.  reality.  In  his  endeavor  to  “return”  parts  of  the  findings  of  his  language
documentation project,  he had conducted in a form of  a group discussion an analysis of  local
attitudes towards minority language maintenance and revitalization. The participants of his group
discussion analysis saw a connection between the traditional ways of gaining livelihood and the
preservation  of  languages.  On  the  other  side,  very  few  recognized  the  role  of  families  in
transmitting the minority languages to the next generations but rather expected that, in case the
minority language was worth something, the school should take the responsibility for its instruction.

The second speaker, Natalia Kuznetsova (St. Petersburg) had with her colleagues carried out a
comparative study on the Sociolinguistic situation in Ingria (Votic, Ingrian, Ingrian Finnish) and its
background. They have in their longtime study followed how a rapid language shift influences the
minority identity. The structural and regional differences show clearly in the number of speakers,
but also besides politics, an academic interest in the language may prove itself crucial, as seems
to be the case with Votic. Votic, unlike Ingrian and Ingrian Finnish, which are perceived as close
relatives  of  Finnish  and Karelian,  has  gathered a fair  amount  of  academic interest  due to its
distinguishingly exotic nature. Votic is therefore much better documented and maintained.

The last  speaker was  Marjut Anttonen  (Joensuu).  She had chosen to speak about language
creation from a more ethnological  perspective.  Her presentation was called  Finnish and Kven
language in Northern Norway.  Kven language has now been recognized as a separate language
but the battle continues about the legitimacy of  such status.  The Kvens,  who previously have
mostly considered themselves Finns, have increasingly argued for an own and separate identity.
The participants had a lively discussion on the artificiality of any language and the trouble one as a
researcher has to recognize both the authenticity of any language community and the construction
process of the language the community speaks.

After a quick lunch in Restaurant Arkipelag, the group convened in the conference room to discuss
future activities. It was decided that in case NOS will agree, the symposium in May 2010 will be
postponed to October/November 2010 in order to have more time to complete the first book and
begin with the new one. Anyhow, many of the network members will meet again in August 2010 in
Joensuu at the 24th Scandinavian Conference of Linguistics (24SCL).

After the long day of listening and discussing, it was a real delight to visit the Mariebad and enjoy
sauna and swimming. The dinner took place in the restaurant of Hotel Savoy. 

The excursion on Saturday 9th of January was an excellent ending for the conference. The bus took
the participants around the main island while the local guide described the intriguing past and
active present of islands. The cultural history as well as the outstanding natural value of the islands
was illustrated by the Eckerö post station, the Kastelholm castle and the Geta Hill. Picnic lunch
was served at the Stallhagen brewery.

After the excursion, the group held a two-hour think tank to plan future activities and sketch the
future publication. The workshop ended with a closing dinner in restaurant Indigo.



On the Network

Poga – The Language Survival Network is an interdisciplinary network of scholars who specialise
in Russian and European minority speech communities from the point of view of sociolinguistics,
social anthropology and minority protection law. It was founded in order to produce information
which reaches behind the merely statistical information and clarify the actual linguistic, legal and
social circumstances of ethnic and linguistic minorities: their situation, development perspectives,
threats and possibilities. The main areas in which research will be conducted are sociolinguistics
and language sociology, ethnic and linguistic revitalization research, indigenous studies, legal
anthropology, human rights and minority protection law. The network lays emphasis on
comparative approach and, therefore, consists of scholars many of whom have also conducted
and continue to conduct research among Russian and EU minorities (different Saami groups,
Sorbs, Frisians, Basque).

The network was founded in a symposium held in the multilingual town of Lovozero (Lujavr), Kola
Peninsula, Russia, in August 2007 and it was named after a Forest Enets (a highly endangered
minority language of Western Siberia) word meaning ‘net’. It has hitherto organised two symposia
and three workshops and is currently in the process of publishing two books. The conference
reports are available on the network homepage in http://www2.hu-berlin.de/poga/. The events have
been attended by leading specialists. Among network members are internationally well-known
scholars in international law (cf. Prof. Martin Scheinin), human rights studies (Prof. Ted Orlin),
anthropology and ethnology (Ronald Niezen, Ludger Müller-Wille) and sociolinguistics (Nikolai
Vakhtin, Suzanne Romaine).

The network has three main purposes. Firstly, it aims to bring together scholars from different
scientific disciplines to work on current ethnic minority issues in Russia. Secondly, it wants to foster
cooperation and change of ideas between scholars with Russian and “Western” (European, USA,
Canada) background. Thirdly, it wants to empower researchers of Russian origin working among
their own minorities and help to produce efficient means implementable in practical minority
protection and empowerment.

At the same time, it is believed that researchers and activists working in other European countries
could profit from learning about Russian experiences with language revitalization and minority
rights related practices which have remained mainly unknown outside of Russia (and partly even
inside, to other Russian minorities). The network will not try to implement the policies and politics of
EU/EEA countries straight in Russian context but aims at creating productive change of ideas by
scholars and minority activists over from different contexts. Therefore, the experiences of those
Russian minority people which have managed to modernise their culture will be actively learned
from.

The network is open for all serious scholars and activists working among Russian and European
ethnic and linguistic minorities. Because of the scholarly background of the founding members,
there has been a certain emphasis on Finno-Ugrian minorities up to present date, but the network
will not limit its activities on these and wants instead broaden to cover as many and as different
Russian minorities as possible. To reach its aims, the network organises symposia, practises
academic and popular scientific publication activities and, in the future, would like to provide
schooling and meetings for minority activist from different EU member states and areas of Russian
Federation. Currently, the leadership is the hands of Reetta Toivanen, Janne Saarikivi and Michael
Rießler who are also the founding members.



Participants of the NOS-HS workshop:

Marjut Anttonen, PhD, adjunct professor, Research on Ethnicity, University of Joensuu

Janet Duke, PhD, assistant professor, Scandinavian Studies, University of Freiburg

Tjeerd de Graaf, PhD, researcher, Multilingualism and Language Learning, Mercator

Olga Gulina, PhD, researcher, Law Faculty, Potsdam University, professor, Law Faculty, Samara
University

Indrek Jääts, PhD, senior researcher, Ethnicity and nationalism in Eastern Europe, National
Museum of Estonia

Magdolna Kovács, PhD, university lecturer, Hungarian Language and Culture, University of
Helsinki

Natalia Kuznetsova, PhD, junior researcher, RAS Institute of Linguistic Research, St. Petersburg

Heiko Marten, PhD, university lecturer, German linguistics, Tallinn University

Ted Orlin, PhD, professor, Human Rights, Scholarship, and Advocacy, Utica College

Outi Pynnönen, PhD student, Finno-Ugrian Studies, University of Helsinki

Michael Rießler, PhD, researcher, Scandinavian Studies, co-leader of Poga – The language
survival network, University of Freiburg

Janne Saarikivi, PhD, act. professor, Finno-Ugrian Studies, co-leader of Poga – The language
survival network, University of Helsinki

Florian Siegl, PhD, researcher, University of Tartu

Sia Spiliopoulou Åkermark, PhD, director, researcher, Åland Islands Peace Institute

Sarah Stephan, researcher, Åland Islands Peace Institute

Reetta Toivanen, PhD, senior researcher, co-leader of Poga – The language survival network,
Centre of Excellence in Global Governance Research, University of Helsinki

Konstantin Zamyatin, PhD student, Finno-Ugrian Studies, University of Helsinki

Heidi Öst, researcher, Åland Islands Peace Institute


